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НАЗВАНИЕ ТУРА:
Real Christmas in Amsterdam!
Travel Agency: Travel collection
Country: Netherlands
Hotel: Not specified
Of Минск, to 6 days, to 1 people
Transport: Bus
Types of holiday: Christmas and New Year
Accommodation types: Not specified
Types of Food: Not specified
Price tour: 252 USD

ARRIVAL DATES:
Dates Arrival Empty

TOUR PROGRAMM ON 6 DAYS
(1) Transit
Departure from Minsk. The transit through the territory of Belarus, the passage of the Belarusian-Polish border, transit through the territory of Poland (~
840 km).
Arrival at accommodation (hotel ***).

(2) Braunschweig
Breakfast at the hotel. The administration in Braunschweig(~400km). Braunschweig is the Second largest and population city of Lower Saxony, the city
of Henry the Lion and till Eulenspiegel, the capital of the once mighty Braunschweigische Duchy.
When it comes to Braunschweig, the first that comes to mind Brunswick sausage. History buffs can remember the husband of the Regent to the
Russian throne of Anna Leopoldovna, Prince Anton of Brunswick. Well football fans with the experience can remember the team "Eintracht" from
Braunschweig.
Braunschweig is a German city living vibrant, exciting lives.
First of all, Brunswick is the Altstadt, that is, the Old town. At the heart of this historic quarter is a pedestrian zone and Cathedral of St. Blaise – a work
of early Gothic architecture built by the Duke of Bavaria and Saxony, Henry the Lion. Henry fought with the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, and with the
Slavs, and in every way adorned the Braunschweig, which became the capital of his Duchy. Here he is buried. In memory of Henry on urban symbols
often, you can see the image of a lion.
In short, the tourists have something to assess in Braunschweig. Quiet streets, bike paths, quiet streets, pleasant parks - all this contributes to pleasant
walks.
Spare time: possibility to visit the Christmas markets or just search one of the finest restaurants of the city. Most cafes and restaurants offer delicious
German dishes: sausages, beef sausages, roasted pork knuckle, liver pate and perch, baked with vegetables. Of course, all these delights are made to

drink the peerless German beer, such as beer "MAMME" — it is "Brunswick mommy." This malty beer is known since the 14th century and at one time
was the main exported product of the city — including in India and even to the Caribbean.
5 things to do in Braunschweig:
1) Smile and come in cheerful spirits, looking at the Happy house
2) Admire the classic Gothic style of the XII century, the Cathedral of St. Blaise
3) See "Brunswick elbow," according to which medieval merchants measured cloth
4) take a Picture of the symbol of the city is Braunschweig lion
5) Buy a real Brunswick sausages in one of the retail stores
Day move. Overnight in Amsterdam.

(3) Amsterdam
Breakfast at the hotel. The departure of the tour.
Amsterdam is navaratnas a city of contrasts, its rich history and the life of free capital. 400 years ago, the city was decorated with a magnificent
necklace of the channels. On Dam square was erected by the 8th wonder of the world — now the Royal Palace. We will also see a New Church, the
Beurs van Berlage, national monument, hidden courtyards, Flower market, Museum square. Amsterdam will not leave You indifferent. Literally
everything here is unusual. Old and colourful houses, is curved in different directions, similar to birdhouses in which they live colourful foreign birds. The
narrow streets with their complicated topography. Rather, it is part of the game in which You direct participant. You will be glad of the flowers and plants
in the famous flower market. Then You will find yourself in an ancient courtyard where we had the béguines.
Free time. The possibility of visiting the numerous Christmas markets in the city. You will plunge into the festive atmosphere of Christmas.
Here you can fully feel the magical Christmas spirit. Noisy fairs, skating on the canals of the city, festive turmoil, mulled wine and a donut and more.
Everyone will find in this festive city. Because Amsterdam is amazing! Because Amsterdam is a leader in the Christmas festivities! Because Amsterdam
will not leave anyone indifferent!
Since the beginning of December to end of January in Amsterdam is an extraordinary light festival Amsterdam Light Festival, when the channels of the
city, houses, bridges is originally decorated and lighted Christmas lights. A stunning sight to see!
In the evening possibility to visit the red light district.
Return to the hotel. Overnight.

(4) Volendam
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Volendam and the Zaanse Schans.
Zaanse Schans will take you a few centuries ago. Locals wear national costumes, there are windmills, cheese is made according to ancient recipes.
Volendam - a fishing village that has preserved its historic appearance, you can try a real Dutch herring. But you already eat young herring and chase it
juniper vodka. Very tasty! You can walk along the promenade, sit in the cozy cafes and taste a variety of seafood, and buy Souvenirs in memory of this
amazing place.
The return to Amsterdam. Free time. Overnight.

(5) Amsterdam
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day to visit museums, shopping, and time enough to enjoy Christmas in comfort and holiday in the city..
According to different estimates, today in Amsterdam and runs between 40 to 50 completely different museums. From the Rijksmuseum the
Rijksmuseum is the largest Museum of Dutch art, cat. holds paintings by Rembrandt, Hals, Vermeer and van Gogh Museum - the world's largest
Museum of the artist: here are exhibited over 200 paintings and 550 sketches, to the recently opened Museum of microbes Micropia and the old houses
on the canals ready to receive visitors. And many of them are really worth a visit!
In case You have decided on a visit to any Museum in Minsk, we are happy to help You to book tickets through online portals.
Moving to Poland. Overnight.

(6) Warsaw
Breakfast at the hotel.
Departure to Warsaw. The possibility of visiting the shopping malls.
The transit through the territory of the Republic of Poland. The passage of the Belarusian-Polish border, transit through the territory of the Republic of
Belarus. Returning to Minsk.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
travel by comfortable bus Euro class
services of English speaking guide
accommodation in hotels 3*-4*,
Breakfast at hotels
sightseeing tour of Amsterdam with an accredited tour guide Holland,
the trip to the Zaanse Schans, Volendam.

THE TOUR PRICE IS NOT INCLUDED
a sightseeing tour of the route 50 €.
travel service 45 Bel.RUB.
visa fee,
medical insurance
entrance fees to parks and museums
public transport.

